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Introduction to container technology and application to AI at LRZ

October 23th, 2023 | Florent Dufour
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Roadmap for today
Agenda

A Tour of Containers

- Basic concepts
- Definitions
- Containers vs. the world

- Hands-on #1: Kicktart: Your 
first steps with containers

Under the hood

- Docker, volumes, ports, 
variables, and Dockerfile

- Containers for High 
Performance Computing

- Hands-on #2: Deep Learning: 
Make an ANN dream in a 
container

- Hands-on #3 HPC AI: Speech 
to text with OpenAI whisper

Containers on Nitromethane

- Abstraction
- Hardware acceleration, 
- Scaling across a compute 

cluster

- Hands-on #4: Reproducible 
scientific workflow with 
containers: RNA-seq pipeline

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3



The course resources: https://doku.lrz.de/x/eQBvB

An individual Virtual Machine (sandbox), look in your emails:

- Your IP address: 138.***.***.***

- Username: student-*

- Password: ********

> You can start downloading the Handout and Presentation.

> > You can start SSH into the VM. Make yourself at home!
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What you will need
Agenda

https://doku.lrz.de/x/eQBvB


- Few lecture slides covering what’s in the 

handout

- Jump into the hands-on, use your 

workbench

- Information are given in the code snippets of the 
hand-out

- You experiment and we get the answers together right 
after

- If it’s too easy for you, look at the Bonus Questions

- All hands-on are independent

- Use reactions, chat, and give feedback all 

along!
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What’s going to happen?
Agenda
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A Tour of Containers
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Kickstarter
A Tour of Containers

5, 7 2, 3, 4, 5

8, 11, 16

7, 8, 10, 14

2.3, 2.4, 2.5

2.7, 3.6

13, 12

5, 8
12, 14, 15

.cache .conda

.config

.m2

.gradle

.jupyter

.npm

/etc

.r

.node_modules
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😎
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Shpping software is dangerous…
A Tour of Containers

Dev Ops

Your custom environment

A pre-baked environment

Code, libraries, dependencies, config

🔥🌈
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… and yet it happens all the time
A Tour of Containers
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The future of Linux containers (15th March 2023)
A Tour of Containers
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A Tour of Containers

Timeline of Event



Sandboxes / packages
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Virtual machinesContainers

Landscape of solutions at your disposal when shipping code
A tour of Containers

.jar / .war

virtualenv

Big binary
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Containers vs. VMs
A Tour of Containers

VMs Emulate Hardware
- RAM
- Processor
- Floppy drive?
- Graphics card
- Storage
- Audio card
- Networking
- Bunch of interfaces

😱WAIT! we don’t want to worry about 
hardware!



Infrastructure 

Linux Kernel - Operating system Linux Kernel - Operating system

Infrastructure 

Hypervisor

VM

Operating
system

Application

bin / libs

VM

Operating
system

Application

bin / libs

Container

Application

bin / libs

(Container engine)

Container

Application

bin / libs

Machine Virtualization Containerization

Exposed service

Dependencies

Middleware

Operating system

Metal
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Containers vs. VMs
A Tour of Containers
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Your code

Libraries

AssetsContainers allow: i) to sandbox the 
entire system ii) Without machine 

details iii) and without performance hit 

Config filesRuntime
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What containers are all about
A Tour of Containers

Your container

Any infrastructure

Seaparation 

of concerns



Define your 

stack

Standalone

Isolation 

from the 

host

Runs on the 

kernel

Lightweight

Easily 

scalable
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Containers allow UDSS
A Tour of Containers

User Defined Software Stack



Image
The way container software is shipped.

- Static, standardized, and portable 
filesystem snapshot with a 
predefined executable command 
or entry point. 

- Images are built and can be stored 
and distributed. 

- Images are a tool for 

reproducibility used to ship fully 

built and packaged versions of 

application components, assets etc. 
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Orchestrator
Makes containers manageable. 

- Automates the lifecycle of 
containers, networking, storage…

- Organizes containers into abstract 

services and handles dependencies. 
It allows to declaratively describe 

how containers should behave.

- An orchestrator is a tool for 

managing complex applications 

by providing load balancing, 
monitoring, automated restarts, 
version migration, and many other 
convenience capabilities. 

Container
Isolated environment for running 

processes. 

- Running instance of an image.

- Runs on a host machine and shares 

the kernel with OS. 

- The processes running in the 

container are isolated from the 
rest of the system. 

- Containers are a tool for isolation

where components are segregated, 
providing better security and 
resiliency. 

What are containers?
A Tour of Containers
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Hands-on #1: Docker kickstarter
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Your first steps with containers
Hands-on #1

Host Infrastructure 

Host Linux Kernel - Operating System Host Linux Kernel - Operating System

Host Infrastructure 

Hypervisor

VM

Guest
Operating
system

Application

bin / libs

VM

Guest
Operating
system

Application

bin / libs

Container

Application

bin / libs

(Container engine)

Container

Application

bin / libs

Machine Virtualization Containerization

Exposed service

Dependencies

Middleware

Operating system

Metal

1 # --------------------- #

2 # On your local machine #

3 # --------------------- #

4

5 whoami

6 # florent

7

8 uname -a

9 # Darwin BADWLRZ - AB12345 20.6.0 Darwin Kernel Version 20.6.0: Mon Aug 30 06:12:21

PDT 2021; root:xnu -7195.141.6˜3/ RELEASE_X86_64 x86_64

10

11

12 ssh <user >@<IP >

13 # Replace <user > and <IP > with yours .

14

15 # The authenticity of host <IP > can ’t be established .

16 # ECDSA key fingerprint is SHA256 : BZgws5BArCfwE6rDuN5i / aLgZMAKuC4si2D + ZuLN5gw .

17 # Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes

18 # Warning : Permanently added <IP > ( ECDSA ) to the list of known hosts .

19 # <user >@<IP > password :

20

21 # Type your password when prompted , it ’s normal if you don ’t see what you type!

22

23 # ------------------------------ #

24 # On the compute cloud workbench #

25 # ------------------------------ #

26

27 # Welcome to Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS (GNU/ Linux 5.4.0 -81 - generic x86_64 )

28

29 whoami

30 # <user >

31

32 uname -a

33 # Linux containers - workbench 4.19.0 -14 - cloud - amd64 #1 SMP Debian 4.19.171 -2

(2021 -01 -30) x86_64 GNU/ Linux

34

35 # Success ! We can proceed from here !

Code snippet 1: We SSH into the cloud workbench
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Your first steps with containers
Hands-on #1

docker -v, ps, image 

ls
hello-world

alpine interactive

• hostname

• ps aux

• apk

Create / delete files

Page 6 in handout
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Under the hood of containers



namespaces

§ Provide an isolated view of the resources 
on the systems to processes running in a 
container

§ Impossible for them to escape and see 
what’s happening elsewhere

§ Whether it is the host or other containers 
running next to them. 

cgroups

§ Control the hierarchical resource 
management and constraints

§ Enforcing resources quotas (e.g., CPU, 
RAM, I/O, bandwidth usage...) 
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The bolts and nuts of containers
Under the Hood of Containers

Built into the kernel

Appendix A for more details
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> Containers are not a virtualization technology

> > Linux uses namespaces and cgroups. The system is a big container. 

> > > Even when you’re not in a container, you are in a container.

There is no performance hit. 

I repeat, there is no performance hit.

The bolts and nuts of containers
Under the Hood of Containers
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The bolts and nuts of containers (performance)
Under the Hood of Containers

A. Torrez, T. Randles, and R. Priedhorsky, “HPC Container Runtimes 

have Minimal or No Performance Impact,” in 2019 IEEE/ACM 
International Workshop on Containers and New Orchestration Paradigms 

for Isolated Environments in HPC (CANOPIE-HPC), Nov. 2019, pp. 37–
42. doi: 10.1109/CANOPIE-HPC49598.2019.00010.

> Not to metion the time spared for 

humans (dev and ops)

https://doi.org/10.1109/CANOPIE-HPC49598.2019.00010


§ Containers are ephemeral

§ No data is persisted in a container

§ Containers are meant to be stateless

§ No state

§ No information related to the state: 
amnesic

§ Just get the job done

§ Separation of data and process

§ Containers can be replicated

§ No state = each container is the same

§ Allow for horizontal scaling

27

The bolts and nuts of containers
Under the Hood of Containers

It’s not a bug, 

it’s a feature!
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Volume mapping
Under the Hood of Containers

host container
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Volume and port mapping

Under the Hood of Containers

host
container
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Find the image you need: The Docker Hub

Under the Hood of Containers

https://hub.docker.com

https://hub.docker.com/
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How to create and use your own custom image
Under the Hood of Containers

“Commit” a container

Create a “Dockerfile”
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Don’t: Create and use your 
own custom image (commit)

Under the Hood of Containers

🤯
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Do: Create and use your own custom image (Dockerfile)
Under the Hood of Containers

The format is very simple:

# comment

INSTRUCTION arguments

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/#format

Uppercase by convention

Ingored

The file must be named Dockerfile

Create an empty directory
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Create and use your own custom image (Dockerfile)
Under the Hood of Containers

Parent image

Command to execute Volume

Command to execute when

starting container

Directory containing the Dockerfile

Tag of the image „name:version“
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Create and use your own custom image (Dockerfile)
Under the Hood of Containers

~$ ls -lah 

232 -rw-r--r--@  1 di67pif  wheel   115K Apr 14 17:23 Module-3_220420.pptx

2056 -rw-r--r--@  1 di67pif  wheel   977K Apr 19 11:40 not-a-virus.exe.rar

~$ docker run –v $PWD:/data_to_unrar alpine_unrar not-a-virus.exe.rar

~$ ls –lah

232 -rw-r--r--@  1 di67pif  wheel   115K Apr 14 17:23 Module-3_220420.pptx

2056 -rw-r--r--@  1 di67pif  wheel   977K Apr 19 11:40 not-a-virus.exe.rar

2056 -rw-r--r--@  1 di67pif  wheel   2.1M Apr 19 11:43 not-a-virus.exe
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Example: Create and use your own custom image (Dockerfile)
Under the Hood of Containers

FROM ubuntu:bionic

RUN apt-get update

RUN apt-get –y upgrade

RUN apt-get –y install python3 python3-pip

COPY ./requirements.txt /tmp/requirements.txt

COPY ./app /app

RUN pip install –r /tmp/requirements.txt

ENV DEBUG=true

WORKDIR /app

ENTRYPOINT ./main.py

.
!"" Dockerfile
!"" app
# !"" assets
# # !"" static.lst
# # !"" image1.tiff
# # $"" image2.tiff
# !"" extractor.py
# !"" main.py
# !"" user.py
# $"" utils.py
$"" requirements.txt

2 directories, 9 files

~$ docker build . –t “my-image:1.0”

~$ docker run my-image:1.0
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Create and use your own custom image (Dockerfile)
Under the Hood of Containers

Instruction Description

FROM
Set the parent image for the subsequent instructions (must be the firt line)

e.g., FROM alpine:latest

LABEL
Adds metadata to an image

e.g., LABEL maintainer=“Florent Dufour <dufour@lrz.de>”

ARG Defines a variables for build time or runtime

RUN

execute any commands in a new layer on top of the current image and commit the results. The resulting committed image will 

be used for the next step

e.g., (shell form), RUN apt-get update e.g. (exec form) RUN [“apt”, “update”]

WORKDIR sets the working directory for any command to follow

ENV
Set environment variables that must be persistent after image build

e.g., ENV DB_PASSWORD=“Chang3me!”

USER
Sets the user name (or UID) and optionally the user group (or GID) to use when running the image and for later commands to 

run

ADD

Add files, directories or remote file URLs from to the filesystem of the image. It supports wildcards. Automatically expand 

archives ⚠ Can be unpredictable.

e.g., ADD /source/file/path /destination/path e.g., ADD http://example.com/file.txt /destination

COPY
Newer than ADD but with limited functionalities. Much safer and predictable, prefer using COPY than ADD

e.g., COPY /host/source/file/path /container/destination/path

VOLUME
creates a mount point with the specified name and marks it as holding externally mounted volumes from native host or other 

containers

EXPOSE
Make the container listen to a specific port at runtime. Can specify UDP/TCP. Must be used with –p when runing container

e.g., EXPOSE 8090

ENTRYPOINT Configure a container that will run as an executable. Either a command in $PATH or an executable
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Hands-on #2: Dream in a container



“DeepDream is a computer vision program created by 

Google engineer Alexander Mordvintsev that uses a 

convolutional neural network to find and enhance 

patterns in images via algorithmic pareidolia, thus 

creating a dream-like hallucinogenic appearance in the 

deliberately over-processed images”

41

Make an ANN dream in a container - History
Hands-on #2
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Make an ANN dream in a container – ANN ?
Hands-on #2

§ Like in the brain: a “neuron” lives in a network, 
receives inputs, processes them, and generates an 
output. 

§ An ANN is a “connectionist” computational system 
that processes information collectively, in parallel 
throughout a network of neurons organized in 
layers. 

§ An ANN is adaptive and has the ability to learn by 
changing its internal structure based on the 
information flowing through it. 

§ This is achieved by tuning weights, the number that 
controls the signal between two neurons. 

§ Today, ANN are used to perform “easy-for-a-
human, difficult-for-a-machine” tasks like optical 
character recognition, image classification, and 
speech and facial recognition for example.

Processor

weight 0

weight 1

input 0

input 1

output

Processor

weight 0

weight 1

input 0

input 1

output
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Make an ANN dream in a container - History
Hands-on #2

§ Originally designed to detect patterns in images for 
classification (what ANN are good at!)
§ Ex: Find features of a dog: Fur, Dog snout then it’s a 🐶

§ Ex: Find features of a fork: a handle and 2-4 tines and ignore what doesn’t 
matter (size, color, number of teeth, orientation) : it’s a 🍴

§ Arised the question: Why do some models perform well and 
others don’t

§ Idea: Reverse the process! And peek into the network

§ What is happening in each layer?

§ Pick a layer and enhance whatever is detected

§ Elicit a particular interpretation: What layer is responsible 
for what feature?

https://ai.googleblog.com/2015/06/inceptionism-going-deeper-into-neural.html
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Make an ANN dream in a container - History
Hands-on #2

https://ai.googleblog.com/2015/06/inceptionism-going-deeper-into-neural.html

x10 x5

With an ANN trained to recognize dogs



😎 It’s cool

🤓 It requires quite a sophisticated setup

😬 It will make use of what we’ve seen before

😅 You’ll be proud of yourself when you’ll get it working
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Make an ANN dream in a container - Why
Hands-on #2



§ We provide a Jupyter Notebook

§ You have to build an image in which the notebook can run

§ Install the dependencies python3-dev and python3-pip with apt

§ Install the dependencies tensorflow matplotlib and jupyterlab with pip

§ Copy the notebook with the container

§ You will run a container out of this image and map the port 8888:8888 to access the 
interface to execute the code from the jupyter notebook

46

Make an ANN dream in a container – How: Recommendation
Hands-on #2
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Make an ANN dream in a container - How
Hands-on #2

~$ cp /opt/Exercices.zip .
~$ unzip Exercices.zip
~$ cd Exercices

~$ tree
.
!"" 1-First-steps
# $"" README.md
!"" 2-Deep-Learning
#   !"" README.md
#   !"" question
#   #   !"" dream.ipynb
#   #   $"" entrypoint.sh
#   $"" solution
#       !"" Dockerfile
#       !"" Makefile
#       !"" dream.ipynb
#       !"" entrypoint.sh
#       $"" 
requirements.txt
!"" 3-HPC-AI
#   !"" README.md
#   !"" question
#   $"" solution
!"" 4-Reproducible-
workflows
#   !"" README.md
#   !"" question
#   $"" solution
$"" README.md
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Make an ANN dream in a container
Hands-on #1

Create Dockerfile

• Install runtime

• Install dependencies

• Copy notebook

Build image Run container Access the web UI Dream



§ You can look into the solution subfolder

§ You can run the full solution with make solution

§ You can individually perform build and run tasks

§ make build

§ make run

49

Make an ANN dream in a container – solution
Hands-on #2
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Conatiners, performances, and 

security
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Performances and security
Switching gears

What you get:
- High Performance
- Massive distribution

What you don’t get:
- Root access
- Internet access
- Choice of OS
- `apt install exotic-library`

> Need for UDSS !



Define your 

stack

Lightweight

Standalone

Runs on the 

kernel

Easily 

scalable

Isolation 

from the 

host

52

Containers allow UDSS
Warm-up lap

User Defined Software Stack
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Switching gears

Containers are appealing for HPC

- UDSS
- Circumvent root access
- Use exotic libraries and framework
- A researcher must research

- Close to bare metal performances
- Security
- Less burden on HPC staff = better 

support
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Performances and security
Switching gears

Security Performances

Namespace

Docker socket

Filesystem

Integrity

Docker is not HPC friendly
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Performances and security
Switching gears

- Still relies on Docker images and 
Dockerfile as they are 
widespread BUT do not require 
any privileged operation

- Makes use of the unprvileged 
user namespace

1. Create your docker image
2. Convert and flatten the image
3. Upload it to the HPC system
4. Submit your job with a slurm 

script
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UDSS at LRZ
Switching gears

HPC systems

- Use docker image
- Create a tar file
- chroot into it
- Run isolate from the system
- Fake root inside the container

AI systems

- Use docker images (from 
Docker Hub or NGC catalog)

- Run in user space
- Flow: import, create, start
- .sqsh images
- Associated with a scheduler
- More adapted to AI

Charliecloud enroot
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Hands-on #3: Containers and HPC
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Whisper.cpp
Containers and HPC

https://github.com/ggerganov/whisper.cpp

https://openai.com/research/whisper



- In the question, we provide Dockerfile. You need to

- Build the image

- Convert to enroot

- Create an enroot container

- Start it while mounting /data to get audio files and a model

- You can convert speech to text!

- You can also go into the solution and use make solution

59
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Turbo charging containers
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Abstraction
Turbo charging containers

Dev Ops

Your custom environment

A pre-baked environment

Code, libraries, dependencies, config

🔥🌈
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Abstraction: CI/CD
Turbo charging containers

Dev Ops

Idea #1: Ship images

Idea #2: CI/CD
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Abstraction: Reproducible scientific pipelines
Turbo charging containers
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Abstraction: Reproducible scientific pipelines
Turbo charging containers

Container Dataset
v1.4.2

Pipeline
v2021.1-rc

Local resources HPC Cloud

Image
registry
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Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific 

pipelines
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What is RNA-seq (StatQuest)
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines
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What is RNA-seq (StatQuest)
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines
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What is RNA-seq (StatQuest)
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines
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What is RNA-seq
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines

We measure the gene expression in both 
cell populations and compare the results 
to see what’s happening in the mutated 
cells. 

A RNA-Seq experiment usually occurs in 
3 main steps: 
i) Biological sample preparation 

(preparation of the library) 
ii) Sequencing 
iii) Data analysis An illumina sequencer
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What is RNA-seq (Data analysis)
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines

Data analysis:
• FastQC: To quality check the sequencing. 

Sequences with poor quality must be trimmed 
or filtered.

• MultiQC: Also to quality check, with 
additional information.

• Salmon: That must be run after the quality 
check and reads filtering. Salmon allows the 
mapping of high quality reads on a genome 
and a genes set in order to establish the 
differential gene expression.
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What is RNA-seq (Data analysis)
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines

Can you use the caddy 
web server (as 
illustrated on code 
snippet 6) to expose the 
result of the pipeline as 
a web page accessible on 
port 8888? 
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What is RNA-seq (Data analysis)
Hands-on #4 Reproducible scientific pipelines
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Take home message



Containers are the ephemeral running instance of an environment: an application, its runtime, 
dependencies, libraries, settings etc.
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Take-home message



Processes are executed in isolation,thanks to a kernel feature called namespace and have limited 
access to resources thanks to another feature named cgroups.
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Take-home message



They run independently of the underlying infrastructure
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Take-home message



Virtual Machine (VM)s are cooler than containers
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Take-home message



Containers can not mount volumes from the host and expose ports.
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Take-home message



Containers can be committed to images, manually or thanks to a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) 
like the Dockerfile.

The syntax of the Dockerfile is expressive.

The Dockerfile is the cornerstone of all container platforms.

They are easy to write, share, and build.
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Take-home message



Once can convert a Docker image to other format like enroot and Charliecloud which are suited to 
HPC applications
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Take-home message



Containers allow onsistency and reproducibility: in many regards, software build, scientific pipelines 
etc. You to spend more time on your code and your problematic, less on time consuming friction.

84

Containers allow
Take-home message
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Look for the AI Training Series (free)
Upcoming courses



Course Evaluation

Please visit

https://survey.lrz.de/index.php/413884?lang=en
and rate this course.

Your feedback is highly appreciated!

Thank you!

Upcoming trainings: 
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/
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https://survey.lrz.de/index.php/413884?lang=en
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/

